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Wraith Tactical, LLC. offers a limited lifetime warranty on our products; against manufacturing and
material defects for the acceptable service lifetime of the product. This warranty is intended only for
every day service use and does not imply coverage for; modifications or alterations to the product,
accidental destruction or improper use causing damage or on any custom manufactured items.
A product’s “lifetime” specifically refers to the acceptable service life of the product, or at such a time
that, through normal use, the product would be expected to no longer function like a new product. The
determination of whether a product’s expected lifetime has been exceeded will be made by Wraith as
normal wear and tear, extended length of time causing a natural breakdown of materials, miss-use, or
destruction through negligence are not covered.
Wraith Tactical, LLC. does not cover repairs or replacements beyond material manufacturing failure or
beyond the acceptable lifetime of the product under this warranty. Any repair or replacement, services,
or product return shipping will be at the expense of the customer. Wraith Tactical will not ship, repair,
or replace any product until pre-approval for payment is established with the client.
Wraith’s products are designed at superior standards but because of the nature of our products and
their purpose of use it should be expected that at some point all products will begin to show normal
wear and tear. Even further because the hazardous nature and conditions that our products may be
exposed to that there may be accelerated deterioration in product duration and would not be
considered as normal service life conditions.
The determination of whether or not a product will be repaired or replaced under this warranty will be
on a case-by-case basis, and at the sole discretion of Wraith Tactical, LLC. All warranty requests must be
sent to Wraith Tactical for review and evaluation.
Please send your warranty inquiries or requests to: Info@wraithtactical.com Subject: Warranty.
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